Fits anything, pumps anything

GoatThroat pumps fit any container, from 2.5 to 55 gallons and can be transferred quickly and easily from one container to another. Our specialty closed transfer systems meet current and future EPA safety standards.

Three models are available to pump nearly any liquid plant product.*

- **GT 300 with Viton Seals** for Oxidate, Sanidate, Axxe, acids, and other control products
- **GT 200 with EPDM Seals** for wetting agents.
- **GT 100 with Nitrile (buna) Seals** for oils and liquid plant nutrients

* Consult GoatThroat Compatibility for specifics

No-Spill Technology Stops Inventory Waste

This revolutionary pump delivers unparalleled value and reliability and quickly pays for itself by preventing potentially hazardous spills while assuring precise, measurable flow and RCRA empty containers.

**Simplicity:** A few strokes of the plunger can pressurize any container from 2.5-gallon and 5 gallon containers to 55 gallon drums - with no potential sparking hazards which make electric pumps unsuitable for many users.

**Safety:** Eliminates spills, drips, vapors with concentrate containers in upright positions. These systems also prevent accidents and repetitive motion injuries.

**Economics:** Accurate, efficient measuring of costly liquid inventory eliminates waste and removes the guess work.

**Value:** With the capacity of an electric pump at the cost of a hand pump, GoatThroat's one touch tap system dispenses liquids at a controlled rate to prevent waste, conserve your inventory, and deliver correct amounts every time. Smooth, uncontaminated flow delivers volume up to 4.5 GPM.

**Worker Protection:** Provides safe transfer of liquids and may reduce PPE requirements. Considered best practices equipment by many insurance companies.

**Compliance:** Meets regulations and label requirements; some systems triple rinse containers.

**Robust:** Built to withstand harsh operating conditions. Engineered to last up to 10 years.

There's nothing like it anywhere!

- Hand-pressurized, easy to use no spills, leaks or drips
- One touch flow control dispenses precise amounts of liquid every time to conserve your inventory and meet regulations
- Drip and spill proof design helps prevent potentially hazardous spills
- Drains containers dry to RCRA ready
- Meets current and anticipated safety regulations for agricultural liquids

Plant Protection Dispensing Made Safe and Easy
 FEATURES

- Complete Package - all parts included
- Container Remains Upright - no chance for spills
- Durable Polypropylene Construction - for years of service
- Flow Control - spring actuated closure gives precise amounts every time
- Meets regulation and label requirements

SYSTEM OPTIONS

GT Pumps for Barrels

The GT Pump Series of GoatThroat Pumps are fluid specific and designed to work on all barrels. Featuring a 2-inch NPT fitting, the air-tight seals eliminate drips and spills while delivering controlled amounts of liquids from drops to gallons for precision applications. Use GT100-Nitrile for fertilizers; use GT200-EPDM for wetting agents and soaps; use GT300-Viton for herbicides, acids and oils. See GT compatibility guide for correct selection.

GT Pumps for 2.5 G and 5 G

The GT series of pumps can be adapted to 2.5 and 5 gallon liquid plant product containers to provide safe transfer of liquids and may reduce PPE requirements. The optional rinse system allows users to triple rinse the container without removing the pump system, reducing additional handling before recycling.

GT Pumps for Micromatic Connection

Sealed pumping systems using the one-way MicroMatic™ valve are now available using GoatThroat Pumps' unique technology. The GT-MM increases productivity and environmental stewardship while decreasing worker exposure. Available options include a remote discharge tap for controlled delivery of the liquid to point of use and a pneumatic adapter for compressors/shop air.

Remote Discharge Tap

A remote discharge tap with a 5-foot or 10-foot hose can greatly extend the versatility of GoatThroat pumps. Ideal for transfer of liquids and chemicals to service containers or mix tanks, the remote nozzle allows precise, one-hand flow control, leaving the other hand free for work. And our drip-proof design helps keep work areas clean and prevent potentially hazardous spills. Match remote tap to pump RT100-Nitrile, RT200-EPDM, RT300-Viton. Hoses are available to match your liquid.

Pneumatic Adapters

These small, versatile pumps can now safely be used with shop air, air compressors or bottled compressed air in the shop, in the field anywhere, any time and will deliver liquids at up to 4.5 gallons per minute. The BillyGoat 3psig comes with 3psig limiter which limits the air output to the container and the BGA with regulator, recommended to be set at 4 psig. Both feature an external pressure safety release valve.

CALL 866-639-4628 TODAY TO ORDER 60 Shell Avenue Milford, CT 06460 www.GoatThroat.com